FreeLoader & LongTail Kit

The LongTail Kit is the multi-tool of cargo bike accessories. Bundling together racks, bags, and a deck, the LongTail Kit will handle most loads, small or large, long or bulky. Follow the instructions below to achieve maximum performance from your FreeLoader bags or LongTail Kit.

**STEP 1**

Hardware Installation

A properly tensioned FreeLoader bag is essential for enjoyable cargo carrying and minimizing bag interference with your rear wheel.

LongTail Kits require hardware to install properly.

Older LongTails require a Retrofit Kit to use the new bags, newer LongTails require the Hardware Kit.

**FreeRadicals Built Before Aug 2008 & 1st Generation Big Dummies**

Frames or Big Dummies purchased before August 2008 require retrofit kit (part no. 2FR1100) to work with 2007 FreeLoaders.

**Retrofit Kit – Bare Tube**

You may need to spread open the clamp for the front tube to clear the Boss Hog.

Place it as far down as it will go and install the bolt, mushroom & washer.

**Most LongTails Built After Aug 2008**

**LongTail Hardware Kit Rack & Flush Mounts**

Install the bolts and mushrooms into the four mounts on your Xtracycle frame and tighten snugly.

**STEP 2A**

**STEP 2B**

**STEP 3**

With V-racks or P-racks installed*, clip the four top buckles (A) followed by the two side buckles (B).

Pull on the side straps tightly (C) to ensure a taught fit.

*Install Whatchamacollars w/ racks

**STEP 4**

Snap the D-ring of the FreeLoader strap over the mushroom mount (A), then tighten the other end of the strap (B) pulling taught.

**STEP 5**

Attach rack buckle velcro loops to main rack rail as shown below.

**STEP 6**

SnapDeck users, press the deck into place one side at a time. With one side in, push the deck with your thumbs while pulling the rack open with your fingers. Be careful not to pinch your fingers. The deck front should line up with rack front edge.

See FlightDeck instructions for install.

for a video on how to install & load a freeloader: www.xtracycle.com/freeloader

Click on Tab: “How FreeLoaders Work”